Denbigh School - Creative Arts: Art sample Year 7 learning journey

The journey
continues...

In year 8, you will continue to look at the work of different artists, cultures and styles. You will take your
understanding further when studying Spirit Animals in the Day of the Dead project, you will look at how
African Masks can be given a modern twist using the work of artists like Picasso and see how portrait drawing
isn’t just producing a perfect face, but adapting, testing and really experimenting with what makes a face.

Term 3

Year 8
Presentation of a final
outcome.

Colour and emotion. How
the world sees red, green
etc and what it represents.

Colour in rainforests.
Looking at the natural
world. Tones and making
work really pop with colour.

Using a wide range of
techniques to represent
colour. Tests and
experiments in colour.

Henri Rousseau artist
research. Painting. Tone
and colour blending.

Colour mixing and using wet
and dry media. Line
drawing and representing
animals in nature.

Understanding colour.
Looking at primary and
secondary colours. Colours
around us.

Term 2

What is pattern? Students
look at pattern around them
and what it means to them.

Pattern in art. Klimt
research. Working with
detail and in the style of an
artist. Work in the formal
elements.

Pattern in nature. Leaves,
shape and structure. Using
different media and
experimenting with colour.

Pattern in different cultures.
A hands on approach.
Being creative with paper,
card and colours.

Maud Vantour research and
testing. Ideas development
in her style.

Testing and experimenting
in the style of an artist.

Produce an outcome using
paper and colour.

Term 1

Final outcome based on
shape and form.

Vincent Van Gogh and t
exture. How he expressed
himself through paint and
colour.

Georgio Morandi artist
research. Looking at the
work of others.

Mark making. Painting
techniques.

The formal elements
specifically shape and form.
What makes something 3D?

Using subject specific
language. Presentation of
work. Expectations in art.
How to use a pencil.

Welcome to Year 7. Induction and transition activities

Where are you in art?
Bottle observational
drawing.

